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Equilibrium structure and lateral stress distribution of amphiphilic
bilayers from dissipative particle dynamics simulations

Julian C. Shillcocka) and Reinhard Lipowsky
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Kolloid- und Grenzfla¨chenforschung, 14424 Potsdam, Germany

~Received 24 January 2002; accepted 13 June 2002!

The equilibrium structure and lateral stress profile of fluid bilayer membrane patches are
investigated using the Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulation technique. Although there are no
attractive forces between the model amphiphiles, they spontaneously aggregate into planar bilayers
under suitable conditions of concentration and amphiphile architecture. Pure bilayers of single-chain
and double-chain amphiphiles are simulated, and the amphiphile architecture and interaction
parameters varied. We find that a strong chain stiffness potential is essential to create the lamellar
order typical in natural lipid membranes. Single-chain amphiphiles form bilayers whose lamellar
phase is destabilized by reductions in the tail stiffness. Double-chain amphiphiles form bilayers
whose rigidity is sensitive to their architecture, and that remain well-ordered for smaller values of
their tail stiffness than bilayers of single-chain linear amphiphiles with the same hydrophobic tail
length. The lateral stress profile across the bilayers contains a detailed structure reflecting
contributions from all the interaction potentials, as well as the amphiphile architecture. We measure
the surface tension of the bilayers, and extract estimates of the membrane area stretch modulus and
bending rigidity that are comparable to experimental values for typical lipid bilayers. The stress
profile is similar to that found in coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics simulations, but requires a
fraction of the computational cost. Dissipative Particle Dynamics therefore allows the study of the
equilibrium behavior of fluid amphiphilic membranes hundreds of times larger than can be achieved
using Molecular Dynamics simulations, and opens the way to the investigation of complex
mesoscopic cellular phenomena. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1498463#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lipid bilayer membranes surround living cells, protec
ing their interior from the outside world. They are muc
more than a static structural component, however, in
their composition and dynamics influence membrane-bo
proteins, and contribute to the remarkable material proper
of cells such as red blood cells.1,2 Bilayer membranes also
surround artificial vesicles, and have been constructed ou
nonbiological amphiphiles,3,4 and diblock copolymers.5

These membranes continually undulate owing to the ther
motion of their constituent lipids. Thermal forces combi
with specific molecular forces to create complex, dynam
multicomponent systems. Dynamic processes taking p
within a membrane can involve cooperative changes o
distances large compared to the molecular size, and occu
timescales much longer than molecular vibrational period

The complexity of natural membranes has led exp
mentalists to focus on simpler model systems: lipid bila
vesicles.6–10 These are often composed of a single type
amphiphile, and usually lack embedded inclusions. Mu
progress has been made in the last decade in experim
designed to probe the vesicle membrane’s material pro
ties. The area stretch modulus of pure stearoyloleoylph
phatidylcholine~SOPC! vesicles and SOPC/cholesterol mi
tures has been measured using micropipette aspiration,11 and

a!Electronic mail: julian@mpikg-golm.mpg.de
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is found to increase on adding cholesterol as a cosurfac
The lateral diffusion of lipids in a vesicle membrane12 and
the membrane viscosity13 have both been recently dete
mined. Detailed studies have been published of the dep
dence of the bilayer elastic bending and area stretch mod14

and passive permeability15 on lipid tail length and the degre
of unsaturation. Dynamic light scattering has been used
measure vesicle shape fluctuations, and the increase in
fluctuation time on the addition of small amounts
cosurfactant.16 Domain formation in two-component lipid
membranes has also been investigated.17 Nonbiological am-
phiphiles have been used to provide a template for the c
struction of nanoscale, hollow, polymeric spheres.18 Am-
phiphilic diblock copolymers have been shown to for
vesicles that are an order of magnitude stronger, and
permeable to water, than natural phospholipid bilaye5

Such toughened vesicles, or polymersomes, offer gre
control over the membrane material properties than li
vesicles, owing to the possibility of cross-linking the copol
mers and changing the block size or molecular weight. L
tropic mesophases of similar diblock copolymers have b
used as templates for forming mesoporous silica mater
with the result that the lyotropic order is retained in the sili
matrix.19

Such experiments have created a demand for a theo
cal understanding of the dependence of membrane stab
and material properties on the constituent amphiphile’s m
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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lecular structure and membrane composition. Several th
retical approaches have been applied to this probl
Lattice-based Monte Carlo~MC! simulations have been use
to study the development of microstructures in surfacta
water systems,20 and the conformational chain properties
lipids within a bilayer composed of long or short chain mo
ecules, and a mixture of both.21 Several groups have applie
mean-field techniques to lipid bilayers,22–24exploring the de-
pendence of membrane stability on key lipid properties s
as the area per head group25 and hydrocarbon tail length21

and the variation of membrane bending stiffness with a
phiphile tail length and head group area.26 Charged lipids
and their interactions with ions near the solvent–membr
interface have also been investigated using a self-consis
field theory.27

Both these approaches have certain limitations. Latt
based simulations lack the full Galilean invariance of a flu
while mean-field theories ignore fluctuations within a sy
tem. Furthermore, atomistic Molecular Dynamics~MD!
simulations are restricted to small system sizes and s
times.28 Therefore, coarse-grained MD simulations ha
been used to extract the area compression modulus and b
ing modulus of single-component lipid bilayers and mon
layers, and their lateral stress distribution.29–32 The latter
quantity is believed to be important in modulatin
membrane–bound protein behavior.33 Recently, coarse-
grained MD simulations have also been used to compare
equilibrium structure of a dimyristoylphosphatidycholin
bilayer34 to that obtained from atomistic simulations. Th
provides the opportunity to move up in length scale tow
the mesoscopic regime. However, a major drawback of e
these MD simulations is that they are restricted by curr
computing technology to membrane patches containing o
a few hundred amphiphiles plus the requisite solvent m
ecules.

In this paper, we use the Dissipative Particle Dynam
~DPD! simulation method to investigate the structure a
lateral stress profile of fluid bilayer membranes contain
approximately 3200 amphiphiles as a function of the a
phiphile architecture and interaction parameters. This re
sents a membrane patch at least one order of magni
larger than previously published results,35,36and allows us to
study the membrane’s mesoscopic properties while the~pre-
sumably! irrelevant short length-scale motions of the ind
vidual amphiphiles are averaged out. Although the D
technique was first introduced almost a decade ago,37 and
several theoretical analyses of the methodology h
appeared,38–41 published applications are still few. It ha
been used to measure the surface tension of a planar inte
between two polymeric fluids;42 to study microphase separa
tion of diblock copolymer melts;43 and to follow the detach-
ment of an oil droplet from a solid surface under she
flow.44 Self-assembly of a small bilayer patch, containi
only 100 surfactants, has also been described.35 A very recent
paper36 investigates the appearance of pores in model li
bilayers as a function of the concentration of a nonionic
surfactant. A recent review article provides a comprehens
survey of computer simulations of surfactant solutions,45 and
another is devoted to the DPD method.46 Our aim in this
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 141.14.51.42. Redistribution subject to AI
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work is to determine whether DPD simulations can take
investigation of membrane material properties to length a
time scales beyond those achievable in coarse-grained
simulations, while still exhibiting the structure found in la
eral stress profiles. We have varied the amphiphile archi
ture and the potential parameters so as to systematic
examine their effects on the equilibrium bilayer structu
and to extend the scope of DPD simulations well beyo
previous work35,36 in the field. Given that a micron-size
vesicle can contain from one million to a billion am
phiphiles, and that a few percent of its surface area
involved in processes such as pore formation or fus
events, the ability to model large systems is essential if th
processes are to be studied using computer simulati
Nanoscale vesicle templating18,19also requires the simulation
of large membrane patches or, preferably, a complete ves
that are currently beyond the reach of the coarse-grained
technique.

The paper is organized as follows. We first briefly revie
the Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulation technique,
ferring the interested reader to Ref. 42 for a detailed desc
tion. Then we present the equilibrium bilayer structure a
stress profile of single-tail amphiphile bilayers as a funct
of the tail length and interaction parameters. Next, we ext
these results to bilayers composed of double-tailed a
phiphiles, and study the effects of architecture on the str
profile. Finally, we discuss the implications of this work fo
simulating complex processes in lipid bilayers.

II. DISSIPATIVE PARTICLE DYNAMICS SIMULATION
METHOD

The elementary units in a DPD simulation are fluid e
ments orsoft beads. A soft bead represents a volume of flu
that is large on a molecular scale, and hence contains at
several molecules or molecular groups, but still macrosco
cally small. Beads interact via effective forces chosen so
to reproduce the hydrodynamic behavior of the fluid witho
reference to its molecular structure. DPD differs in this
spect from MD simulations, in which the forces are chos
to model the intermolecular interactions of a system as ac
rately as possible. Forces in DPD are pairwise additive, c
serve momentum, have no hard core, and are short-ran
the range of the force defining the size of the soft beads.
use of momentum-conserving forces also distinguishes D
from Brownian Dynamics, in which each particle receives
random push independently of all other particles resulting
purely diffusive motion.

All beads have the same mass,m0 , and radius,r 0 , and
these set the mass and length scales in the simulation. A
scale must be extracted from the dynamics of relevant p
cesses in the simulated fluid, such as the diffusion of a
celle’s center of mass, or the in-plane viscosity of a bilay
membrane. Because we study equilibrium properties of
layers, we estimate the time scale of the simulations from
generic time,t05Am0r 0

2/kBT, set by the bead mass and r
dius and the system temperature, wherekB is Boltzmann’s
constant and the temperatureT is defined in the next section
We take the diameter of one DPD bead as 1 nm and ass
that it has the density of water at room temperature,T
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5300 K. The simulation time step then corresponds to 5
and a typical run of 105 steps is equivalent to 25 ns of re
time. A few longer runs of 0.25ms have also been performe
with equivalent results.

A. Interaction potentials and amphiphile architecture

Beads interact via three forces: a conservative force
gives each bead an identity and allows, for example,
representation of hydrophobicity between hydrocarbon
water; a random force that creates relative momentum
tween bead pairs; and a dissipative force that destroys
tive momentum. Beads are considered to have~unobserved!
internal degrees of freedom that give rise to the dissipa
force, and to be coupled to the local temperature of th
~fluid! environment that is the source of the random forc
By deriving the Fokker–Planck equation equivalent to
Langevin formulation of DPD, and demanding that t
steady-state solution satisfy the Gibbs canonical ensem
Espagnol and Warren38 have shown that the magnitudes
the dissipative and random forces must be related to the
perature parameter by a fluctuation–dissipation theor
This relation, together with the requirement that the co
pressibility of a one-component DPD fluid match that of w
ter at room temperature, fixes the relative strengths of
random and dissipative forces and the ratio of the conse
tive force parameter~for a one-component fluid! to the tem-
perature. Groot and Warren42 further show how the magni
tude of the conservative force between unlike DPD bead
a fluid mixture is related to the solubility of one species
the other, and how this can be quantified by comparing
solubility of dissimilar DPD fluids with the Flory–Huggin
theory of immiscible polymers. For further information o
this point the interested reader is referred to the origi
references.38,42

All forces between DPD beads conserve momentum
cally, and the expected hydrodynamic behavior, e.g., the d
force exerted on a fixed cylinder by a moving fluid,37

emerges, even for systems containing only a few hund
beads. To establish this behavior using MD requires proh
tively large simulations.

The conservative force between two beadsi and j sepa-
rated by a distancer i j is

Fi j
C5ai j ~12r i j /r 0! r̂ i j , ~1!

for r i j ,r 0 , and zero otherwise. The range of the force is
by r 0 and ai j is the maximum repulsion between beads
typesi, j, r i j is the distance between the centers of beadsi, j,
and r̂ i j the unit vector pointing from beadj to beadi. The
conservative force is always finite, taking its maximum va
at zero separation, and is repulsive for positiveai j .

The dissipative force between two beads is linear in th
relative momentum and takes the form

Fi j
D52g i j ~12r i j /r 0!2~ r̂ i j "vi j ! r̂ i j , ~2!

for r i j ,r 0 , and zero otherwise, whereg i j is the strength of
the dissipation between beadsi, j, and vi j 5vi2vj is their
relative velocity ~or momentum asm051 in our simula-
tions!.

Finally, the random force between a bead pair is
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 141.14.51.42. Redistribution subject to AI
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Fi j
R5A2g i j kBT~12r i j /r 0!z i j r̂ i j , ~3!

for r i j ,r 0 , and zero otherwise. Values of the random for
are generated by sampling a uniform random variable,z i j (t),
that satisfies ^z i j (t)&50 and ^z i j (t)z i 8 j 8(t8)&5(d i i 8d j j 8
1d i j 8d j i 8)d(t2t8). The random force has the symmet
propertyz i j (t)5z j i (t) that ensures local momentum conse
vation and hence the correct hydrodynamic behavior of
simulated fluid on long length scales.32

Polymers are constructed by tying beads together us
Hookean springs with the potential

U2~ i ,i 11!5~1/2!k2~ ur i i 11u2 l 0!2, ~4!

where i, i 11 represent adjacent beads in the polymer. T
spring constant,k2 , and unstretched length,l 0 , are chosen so
as to fix the average bond length to a desired value. B
parameters may be specified independently for each b
pair, allowing a polymer’s bond strength to vary along
length.

Hydrocarbon chain stiffness is modeled by a three-bo
potential acting between adjacent bead triples in a chain

U3~ i 21,i ,i 11!5k3@12cos~f2f0!#, ~5!

where the anglef is defined by the scalar product of the tw
bonds connecting beadsi 21, i, and i, i 11. In general, the
bending constant,k3 , and preferred angle,f0 , may be speci-
fied independently for different bead triples, allowing th
chain stiffness to vary along the polymer’s length. Typical
a preferred angle of zero is used so that the potential m
mum occurs for parallel bonds in a chain.

Various polymer architectures are used to repres
bilayer-forming amphiphiles. They are composed of hyd
philic head beads, designatedH, and hydrophobic tail or
chain beads, designatedC. The simplest architecture has
single H bead attached to a linear chain ofC beads. The
number of chain beads is varied to investigate the dep
dence of bilayer properties on the degree of amphiphile
drophobicity. An amphiphile containing one head andn
chain beads is represented, using an obvious symbolism
HCn . Biological lipid molecules often possess two hydroc
bon tails, and have head groups of different degrees of bu
ness. A simple architecture that reflects these properties
sists of a numberm of hydrophilic head beads attached
two linear hydrophobic tails, each containingn chain beads.
Such amphiphiles are designatedHm(Cn)2 . Both tails may
be connected to a single hydrophilic bead, which is des
nated the head of the amphiphile, to which the remain
hydrophilic beads are also attached, or the tails may be
tached to adjacent head beads. The former arrangement
ates a more bulky head group than the latter and forces
hydrophobic tails closer together. The amphiphiles are c
tained within bulk solvent composed ofW beads. Each sol-
vent bead represents a small volume of bulk water consis
of several molecules. Because eachW bead represents sev
eral molecules of solvent, there is no explicit modeling
hydrogen bonds or entropic forces. The beads in DPD sim
lations are to be interpreted as a coarse graining of a fl
rather than a simulation of the atoms of a fluid. In this wa
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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only structure and behavior that occur on length scales la
than the soft beads have physical relevance. Further, bec
the bead–bead interactions are soft, we do not attemp
model the liquid crystal–gel phase transition of lipid hydr
carbon chains, and work well within the fluid region of th
model amphiphile phase diagram.

We refer to the polymers as surfactants or amphiph
rather than lipids both to emphasize the generality of
simulation technique and to avoid suggesting that the mo
amphiphiles should be viewed as atomically detailed rep
sentations of the complex structure of lipid molecules. Gr
and Warren42 have shown how the equivalent Flory–Huggi
x parameter for a mixture of immiscible DPD polymers m
be extracted from their segregation and related to the p
mer length. Because the DPD beads used here have no
nal structure, and thus do not incorporate small length-s
molecular characteristics such as polarizability, we treat
glycerol–phosphate-head region of a lipid as a single hyd
philic head bead for the linear amphiphiles, HTn , and a lin-
ear sequence of head beads forHm(Cn)2 . The lipid hydro-
carbon tails are represented as linear chains of hydroph
beads. The number of tail beads per amphiphilic chain
mapped onto the length of actual lipid molecules by comp
ing the bilayer width and lipid end-to-end length with the
known values from experiments, and is presented in S
III B. For concreteness, this mapping results in one D
chain bead corresponding to three to four methyl groups.
same interpretation applies to nonbiological amphiphil
such as alkyl phosphate surfactants3 that consist of a single
carbon chain attached to a phosphate head group.

The Hookean bonds and chain stiffness parameters
identified by the names of the beads defining them. Hen
an HC6 amphiphile requires two bond types, HC and C
and allows two possible chain stiffness potentials, HCC a
CCC. The Hookean spring constant,k2 , cannot be zero in an
amphiphile, but the chain stiffness,k3 , may be zero. A non-
zero chain stiffness represents the nonideal chain charact
hydrocarbon tails. Table I summarizes all the bead–b
force parameters and Hookean bond strengths used. Also
Table II. The chain stiffness potential parameters are sp

TABLE I. Bead–bead conservative force parameters,ai j ~in units of

kBT/r 0!, dissipative force parameters,g i j ~in units of Am0kBT/r 0
2!, and

Hookean bond potential parameters,k2 , l 0 ~in units of kBT/r 0
2, r 0 , respec-

tively! for all bead pairs. Water is slightly repelled from the amphiph
head, and its strong repulsion from the amphiphile tail provides the hy
phobic interaction needed to form the bilayer. The amphiphile head is
drophilic and so repelled somewhat from its tail. The bond strength par
eters apply to bonds joining the stated beads, e.g.,k25128 for HC and CC
bonds. Water is represented as a single bead and has no bond param
Note that not all amphiphile architectures require all these parameters.
are grouped together here for completeness.

Bead Pairs ai j g i j k2 l 0

HH 25 4.5 128 0.5
CC 25 4.5 128 0.5
WW 25 4.5 0 0
HW 35 4.5 0 0
HC 50 9 128 0.5
CW 75 20 0 0
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 141.14.51.42. Redistribution subject to AI
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B. Simulation parameters

Simulations take place within a cuboidal box of consta
volumeV5LXLYLZ , whereLX , LY , LZ are the simulation
box side lengths in units of the bead diameter,r 0 . Periodic
boundary conditions are used in all three dimensions to m
mize edge effects. The simulation box is filled with beads
the chosen density, which representsr beads/unit volume.
We are interested in studying the properties of a single
layer in water. The number of amphiphiles in the bilayer,N,
is determined by the box area,LXLY , and the desired pro
jected area per amphiphile,Apr /N according to N
52LXLY /(Apr /N). Because the bead radius,r 0 , defines the
length scale for the simulations, we quote dimensional qu

-
y-

-

ters.
ey

TABLE II. Alphabetical list of symbols used in the text.

Symbol Description

A Bilayer area
Apr Bilayer projected area
ai j Conservative force parameter between beadsi , j
C Hydrophobic bead composing amphiphile chain~s!
d i j Kronecker delta function
d(t2t8) Dirac delta function

Fi j
C Conservative force between beadsi , j

Fi j
D Dissipative force between beadsi , j

Fi j
R Random force between beadsi , j

g i j Dissipative force parameter between beadsi , j
H Hydrophilic bead composing amphiphile headgroup
kB Boltzmann’s constant
k2 Hookean bond strength for adjacent beads in an

amphiphile
k3 Chain stiffness for adjacent bonds in an amphiphile
k Bilayer bending modulus
K Bilayer area stretch modulus
l 0 Hookean bond unstretched length
,me Membrane thickness measured from head group to h

group
,ee Amphiphile end-to-end length
LX , LY , LZ Simulation box side lengths
m Number of hydrophilic beads in amphiphile head grou
m0 Bead mass
n Number of hydrophobic beads in one chain of an

amphiphile
N Total number of DPD beads in simulation
f0 Preferred angle between adjacent bonds in a stiff cha
r 0 Bead radius
r i j Distance between beadsi , j
r i j Relative position vector joining beadsi , j
r̂ i j Unit vector between beadsi , j
r Number of beads per unit volume in the simulation bo
s Bilayer surface tension
T Temperature parameter
U2( i ,i 11) Bond potential between adjacent beadsi ,i 11 in an

amphiphile
U3( i 21,i ,i 11) Bending potential between adjacent bead triples

i 21,i ,i 11 in an amphiphile
vi j Relative velocity of beadsi , j
W Solvent bead
z i j Random force between beadsi , j
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tities in their dimensionless form, e.g., the true area per
phiphile ~measured using an algorithm described in S
III A, and equal toApr /N for a flat bilayer!, is ^A&/Nr0

2. In a
similar manner, the mass and time scales are obtained
the bead mass and radius, and the system temperature.

Once the amphiphile architecture and interaction pot
tials have been specified, the Newtonian equations of mo
of the beads are integrated, and samples of the bilayer p
erties are collected for analysis after allowing initial tra
sients to decay. The first 50 000 configurations are typic
excluded from analysis to ensure that the influence of
initial state is negligible. Observables are constructed from
least 1000 independent samples of bead coordinates.
cause of the soft potentials in DPD, the correlation times
bead properties are very short, typically only a few tens
time steps, and samples are taken every 50 time step
typical run of 105 steps for a bilayer containing 3200 am
phiphiles takes 72 CPU hours on a Compaq Alpha ES
processor.

Random initial configurations are created by assign
random position coordinates to all beads, subject to the c
straint that adjacent beads in an amphiphile are not sepa
by more than a bead diameter to prevent artificially la
forces occurring in the initial state. Bead momenta are t
assigned from a Maxwell distribution whose temperat
corresponds to that defined by the ratio of the dissipative
random force constants. A bilayer initial configuration is c
ated by specifying the number of amphiphiles in the bila
and placing the heads of pairs of amphiphiles on the site
two parallel hexagonal lattices representing the outer
faces of two apposed monolayers. The amphiphiles are
ented so that their head beads face out into the water
their tails point into the bilayer bulk. In all initial states
sufficient water beads are randomly distributed through
empty regions of the simulation box to achieve the cho
densityrr 0

3.

III. RESULTS

The simplest amphiphile architecture that is found
self-assemble into a bilayer consists of a single, hydroph
head bead attached to a linear chain of hydrophobic ch
beads designated HCn . A snapshot of a bilayer composed
HC6 amphiphiles is shown in Fig. 1. The simulation box si
is V/r 0

35323, and the overall bead density isrr 0
353, giving

approximately 100 000 beads of all types. A bilayer read
self-assembles when the amphiphiles are initially rando
distributed in water for surfactant number fractions in t
fairly restricted range of 3%–6%. Below this range micel
occur, and above it complicated three-dimensional structu
are formed~data not shown!. Unlike recent coarse-graine
MD simulations,29–32,34 there are no attractive forces b
tween amphiphiles in our DPD simulations. The absence
attractive forces is not essential, but their presence is fo
to be unnecessary in obtaining well-ordered bilayer me
branes whose properties agree at least qualitatively w
coarse-grained MD simulations. The amphiphiles aggreg
into a bilayer because of the strong repulsion between
chain beads and the solvent beads, mimicking the hydrop
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 141.14.51.42. Redistribution subject to AI
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bic force of, for example, lipid hydrocarbon tails in wate
The absence of attractive forces between amphiphile t
does, however, influence the structure of the bilayer’s hyd
phobic region, a point we discuss in more detail in the n
section. Because of the large parameter space of the sim
tions, we investigate the effects of just a few parameter co
binations. Given three bead types~H, C andW!, there are six
independent bead–bead conservative interaction parame
We follow the procedure of Ref. 42 and fix the self-inte
actions,aHH , aCC, aWW , from the requirement that a pur
fluid of each bead type has the compressibility of water. T
beads are connected into semiflexible polymers using a b
potential and a chain bending potential that contribute t
more parameters each. We fix the spring constant and
stretched bond length tok2r 0

2/kBT5128 andl 050.5r 0 , re-
spectively, and the preferred bond angle to 0. This choice
values leads to well-ordered bilayers and is explained in
next section. This leaves four parameters to be investiga
aHC, aHW , aCW, andk3 /kBT in addition to the number den
sity of amphiphiles. We have not investigated the effects
varying the dissipation coefficients,g i j , because they are
irrelevant for the equilibrium structures we are interes
in.42 Instead, they are chosen to yield a well-ordered bilay
Because of the periodicity of the simulation box, bilayers
not always assemble with the same orientation, but to s
plify the discussion we refer to the bilayer normal as theZ

FIG. 1. ~a! Snapshot of a bilayer containing 3321 HC6 amphiphiles. The
simulation box has size (32r 0)3, and the bead density isrr 0

353, giving
almost 100 000 beads of all types. The projected area per amphiphi
Apr /Nr0

250.616, leading to a surface tension ofs50.0260.04. This is an
average value obtained from repeated simulations of the same bilaye
described in the text. The amphiphile head beads are dark gray, and
chain beads are light gray. The average membrane thickness, measured
the center of the head beads of one monolayer to those of the othe
^,me&/r 056.6160.01. Water beads are invisible for clarity.~b! Snapshot of
another simulation of the system in~a! except that the terminal chain bead
colored darker to demonstrate that the amphiphiles terminate near th
layer midplane, and form two relatively non-interdigitated monolaye
Thermally excited shape fluctuations are small because of the amphi
chain stiffness.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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axis in all our results. A small bilayer containing 830 am
phiphiles in an area (16r 0)2 readily self-assembles from a
initially random configuration in 20 000 time steps~data not
shown!. Because the self-assembly of bilayers has been s
ied previously,28–32,35 and we are interested in measurin
equilibrium properties of large membranes, we preassem
the amphiphiles into a planar bilayer, and allow it to relax
an equilibrium state before constructing ensemble avera
of observables.

A. Structural properties of bilayers of linear
amphiphiles

The bilayer shown in Fig. 1 contains 3321 HC6 am-
phiphiles and has a relaxed area per amphiphile of^A&/Nr0

2

50.6360.01, and an approximately zero surface tensi
sr 0

2/kBT50.0260.04 ~see the next section for the measu
ment of surface tension and error analysis!. The snapshots in
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! come from separate simulations wi
identical parameters, but the terminal chain bead is colo
differently from the intermediate chain beads in Fig. 1~b! to
show that the amphiphiles terminate near the bilayer m
plane. Previous studies of bilayer geometric properties29–32,35

have used the projected area,Apr /Nr0
2, obtained by dividing

the simulation box area by one-half of the amphiphiles. T
projected area differs from the true or intrinsic area when
bilayer undergoes thermally excited shape fluctuations, or
numbers of amphiphiles in the monolayers are significan
different. For the bilayer shown in Fig. 1, the projected a
is Apr /Nr0

250.616, quite close to the relaxed area, as
bilayer is almost flat. To ensure greater accuracy for un
lating bilayers, we measure the bilayer thickness and a
from a triangulation of the two monolayer surfaces. A re
angular grid is placed over the simulationXY plane and the
amphiphiles are assigned to grid cells according to theX,Y
coordinates of their head beads. The upper monolayer
tains those amphiphiles whose headZ coordinates are greate
than their tailZ coordinates. The lower monolayer contai
all other amphiphiles. This defines the number of a
phiphiles in each monolayer. The averageZ coordinate of the
head beads in each grid cell for each monolayer is use
define the height of the monolayers at each point (X,Y).
This procedure yields a two-dimensional height fie
h(X,Y), for each monolayer. The bilayer thickness is t
difference between these heights averaged over all
points, and the surface area of each monolayer is the su
the areas of the triangles composing them. The grid
width is typically twice the bead radius, so that there are
least several amphiphiles per cell. This smears out the
trusions of single amphiphiles from the monolayers, ensur
that the monolayer width and area are not overly sensitiv
small-scale fluctuations.

The lateral density profiles of the hydrophobic and h
drophilic beads in the HC6 bilayer, together with the wate
beads, are shown in Fig. 2. The profile in Fig. 2~a! is calcu-
lated with all chain beads included in the density, wher
that in Fig. 2~b! shows the distribution of the terminal cha
bead only. It is clear from these profiles, and the snapsho
Fig. 1, that the amphiphiles are disordered within ea
monolayer, with their head groups confined to the solve
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hydrophobic interfaces and their terminal tail beads close
the bilayer midplane, and that the two monolayers are
very interdigitated in keeping with theLa order of fluid-
phase lipid bilayers. The profiles are calculated by averag
the bead densities over thin slices~of width r 0/4! parallel to
the bilayer surface. The water is excluded from the hyd
phobic region of the bilayer by the strong chain–water
pulsion, whereas the head beads can sometimes penetra
the center, although this is hardly visible in this figure. Tw
effects contribute to this penetration: amphiphiles can b
row their way through the bilayer emerging into the appos
monolayer, a process known as ‘‘flip–flop;’’ and the the
mally excited shape fluctuations of the bilayer lead to den
profiles that include contributions from nonplanar bilay
configurations. The chain bead density shows a small di
the midplane of the bilayer, indicating that the monolaye
are not significantly interdigitated. Bilayers composed of l
ear amphiphiles HCn with n54 – 10 exhibit these genera
properties, although the shape fluctuations are larger

FIG. 2. ~a! Bead number density profiles,rr 0
3, for amphiphile head,H, and

chain,C, beads in the bilayer of Fig. 1 and the bulk water,W. The simula-
tion box is divided into 128 slices of thicknessr 0/4 parallel to the bilayer
surface, and 1000 samples of the number of beads of each type in the
are used to construct the density profiles. Water is excluded from the bil
interior by the strong hydrophobic repulsion of the chain beads, and the
beads are localized at the water–hydrophobic interface. All chain bead
included in the tail density profile, and it shows that the density in
hydrophobic region is uniform, except for a small dip at the bilayer m
plane. The lower graph,~b!, shows data from an independent simulatio
with the same parameters, but only the final chain bead contributes to
tail density distribution. The narrow peak indicates that the amphiph
terminate near the bilayer midplane. All error bars are similar to the
shown, and indicate the statistical accuracy of the ensemble average
tracted from a single simulation.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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shorter-chain amphiphiles. Amphiphiles containing four
more chain beads are not observed to leave the bilayer
exchange with the solvent on the time scale of the simu
tions, which is of the order of tens of nanoseconds.

Although a bilayer forms from HCn surfactants for a
wide range of~sufficiently large! tail–water repulsions,aCW,
two constraints should be satisfied before the simulated
layer has properties that match the typical structure of a l
bilayer. The average amphiphile end-to-end length should
approximately one-half of the bilayer thickness, so that
two monolayers do not interdigitate, and the amphiphi
should be oriented along the bilayer normal. We present
sults for a region of the simulation parameter space sati
ing these constraints by adjusting the bond stretching
stiffness potential parameters. Under these constraints,
amphiphile length can be meaningfully compared to that
lipid molecules, and the bilayer thickness scales linearly w
the amphiphile tail length. The end-to-end length,l ee, of an
HCn amphiphile is measured from the center-to-center d
tance from theH bead to that of the lastC bead. Two bond
types are present in these amphiphiles: HC and CC,
though, for simplicity, both types have the same bo
strength parameters ofk2r 0

2/kBT5128, l 0 /r 050.5. These
values yield average bond lengths of^ l HC&/r 050.6260.01
and^ l CC&/r 050.5560.01. The larger̂l HC&/r 0 length reflects
the repulsion of the head from the chain beads, and
greater freedom to fluctuate into the adjacent water tha
possessed by chain beads deeper in the hydrophobic
The standard deviation of the bond lengths is less than
for all tail lengths and bilayer tensions. The amphiphile en
to-end length for the tensionless HC6 bilayer is ^,ee&/r 0

53.2360.01, which can be compared with the bilayer thic
ness^,me&/r 056.6160.01, showing that the two monolay
ers are not interdigitated.

The end-to-end length grows linearly with the number
tail beads for all HCn amphiphiles for a given chain stiffnes
k3 /kBT, as shown in Fig. 3~a!, and is only slightly affected
by the tension on the bilayer in the regime we study. It d
creases slowly as the projected area per amphiph
Apr /Nr0

2, increases, with the decrease being larger for lon
amphiphiles. For HC8 amphiphiles, it decreases from
^,ee&/r 054.2860.01 for Apr /Nr0

250.60 to ^ l ee&/r 054.24
60.005 for Apr /Nr0

250.64. The surface tension increas
from sr 0

2/kBT523.0 tosr 0
2/kBT57.3 over this span of ar

eas, showing that HC8 bilayers are stiff and strongly resis
stretching. Note that the membrane buckles as soon as
negative tension exceeds a threshold value, as indicate
Fig. 11. Figure 3~b! shows that the bilayer thickness,l me,
divided by the amphiphile end-to-end length,l ee, decreases
as the area per amphiphile increases for HC4 to HC10 am-
phiphiles. The product of membrane thickness and area is
constant, however, because the two monolayers increas
interdigitate as the area increases. That it is monolayer in
digitation that occurs and not amphiphile shortening
shown by the small change in amphiphile lengths, of
order of 1%, over the span of areas considered. All of
results for tensionless bilayers are taken from the reg
^ l me&/^ l ee&'2.0, in which the monolayers are not signi
cantly interdigitated. Bilayers composed of HC6 or longer
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amphiphiles are quite rigid, for the parameter set shown
Table I, and show only small shape fluctuations even clos
zero surface tension. We provide an estimate of their bend
rigidity in the next section.

At small values ofApr /Nr0
2, the HC4 membranes show

substantial shape fluctuations that are increasingly s
pressed for amphiphiles with longer tails. In addition, a te
sionless state could not be found for HC4 bilayers, given the
parameter set of Table I, simply by varying the projected a
because some amphiphiles inverted and buried their he
inside the hydrophobic region generating a positive surf
tension. A well-ordered bilayer forms with a projected ar
of Apr /Nr0

250.70, and surface tensionsr 0
2/kBT50.013

60.016, when the head–water conservative repulsion
rameter is decreased fromaHWr 0 /kBT535 to aHWr 0 /kBT
527, keeping all other potential parameters unchanged.
creasingApr /Nr0

2 for all bilayers composed of HCn am-
phiphiles reduces their shape fluctuations and thickness
beyond a certain point, ruptures the membranes by the
pearance of a pore. The amphiphiles around the pore
reorient so as to shield their hydrophobic tails from the s

FIG. 3. ~a! End-to-end lengtĥ,ee&/r 0 of linear amphiphiles HCn versus the
number,n, of hydrophobic beads in the tail. The variation is linear with
slope of 0.52, showing that the polymers are kept straight by the ch
stiffness potential given by Eq.~5!. The end-to-end length changes by le
than 1% for all amphiphile tail lengths and bilayer projected areas
present.~b! Variation of bilayer thickness,,me , divided by the amphiphile
end-to-end length, as a function of the projected area per amphiphile.
^,me&/^,ee&'2, the amphiphiles in the two monolayers are not interdi
tated. The normalized thicknesses approximately collapse onto a s
curve for amphiphiles with more than four tail beads.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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rounding solvent~data not shown!. Although interesting as a
possible model of pore formation, we do not investigate
layer rupture further here. A simulation study of the ruptu
of amphiphile bilayers due to the presence of a cosurfac
has just been published.36 We comment on the differences t
our work in the Conclusions.

In the absence of chain stiffness,k3 /kBT50, stable bi-
layers are formed in which the amphiphile tails repres
~almost! freely jointed chains, but the hydrophobic region
the bilayer does not resemble two apposed monolayers~data
not shown!. Instead, the tails of amphiphiles in both mon
layers are randomly intermixed. The hydrophilic head be
also show a tendency to penetrate into the hydrophobic i
rior, an effect that decreases if a chain stiffness is impose
chain stiffness ofk3 /kBT520, and a preferred angle off0

50 causes the amphiphiles to align approximately paralle
the bilayer normal, as seen in Fig. 1, and leads to a bilaye
two opposed monolayers. Note that because the hydroph
chain beads~C! do not correspond to individual methy
groups, the order in the simulated amphiphile tails canno
directly compared to the hydrocarbon chain order obtain
for example, from NMR experiments.

B. Lateral stress profile for bilayers of linear
amphiphiles

Lipid bilayers around cells and vesicles are often clo
to a tension-free state. The distribution of stresses within
bilayer is not, however, uniform. Recent calculations33 indi-
cate that the presence of cosurfactants, and hydroca
chain stiffness due to unsaturated carbon–carbon bo
modulate the membrane stress distribution, and that th
important, for example, for the potency of anaesthetics.48 We
have measured the stress distribution within the model bi
ers as a function of amphiphile tail length and stiffness, a
the number of tails attached to the hydrophilic head group
this section we present the results for linear HCn am-
phiphiles, and Sec. III C presents the stress profile
double-tail amphiphiles.

The calculation of the stress tensor for a system co
posed of point particles interacting via continuous potent
is described in Ref. 29, which extends the earlier work
Schofield and Henderson.47 In this method, the contribution
to the stress profile of the bead–bead interactions, b
stretching, and chain stiffness potentials are averaged
thin slices parallel to the bilayer surface. We define the str
profile, s(z), as the difference of the normal and later
components of the stress tensor summed over all poten
For further details of the calculation, the reader is referred
previous work.29 The stress profile for the HC6 bilayer de-
scribed in Sec. III A is shown in Fig. 4, and exhibits a ve
similar structure to that seen in the MD simulations of R
29. The aspects of this structure attributed to the bond
chain stiffness potentials in Ref. 29, namely the nega
peaks assigned to the Hookean bond potential and the i
positive peaks due to the chain stiffness, appear here bec
the same potentials are used to build the amphiphiles ou
soft beads. However, the absence of Lennard-Jones po
tials in our simulations does not visibly modify the stre
profile, indicating that the infinite barrier of Lennard-Jon
Downloaded 05 Sep 2002 to 141.14.51.42. Redistribution subject to AI
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potentials is not essential for capturing the stress pro
structure in mesoscopic simulations. The integral ofs(z)
across the bilayer yields the surface tension. We approxim
this integral by a summation across the whole simulation b
in theZ direction because the contribution from regions co
taining only solvent vanishes. We have used slices w
widthsr 0/4 andr 0/8, and the resulting surface tensions diff
by less than the errors in the simulations. Even though
error bars for the stress tensor profile are quite large~see Fig.
4!, the mean surface tension is highly reproducible in ind
pendent simulations. Additionally, the shape of the str
profile is very similar in independent simulations. The lar
error bars in the stress profile reflect the rapidly fluctuat
forces acting on each bead, but the mean surface tensio
integrated over the whole bilayer, and the individual be
fluctuations are smoothed out. The errors quoted for bila
surface tensions are obtained from several independent s
lations, each of which has a different initial set of bead c
ordinates and momenta, and uses a different sequenc
random numbers. So, for example, eight repeated sim
tions of the bilayer shown in Fig. 1 produced surface te
sions 0.048,20.028, 0.029, 0.099,20.016, 0.050, 0.016
20.021. These yield a mean valuesr 0

2/kBT50.0260.04,
and this is the value quoted in the caption of Fig. 1. T
statistical errors of other measured quantities, such as
bilayer thickness, amphiphile end-to-end length and b
density profiles, are much smaller than those of the str
profile, and so we quote the errors obtained from a sin
simulation for these other quantities.

The surface tension of bilayers near their tensionl
state can be very sensitive to changes in the area per

FIG. 4. Stress profile,sr 0 /kBT, for the HC6 bilayer shown in Fig. 1. The
total stress is the sum of three contributions:~i! the repulsion potentials
between head, tail, and water beads;~ii ! the Hookean spring potentials con
necting adjacent beads in the amphiphiles; and~iii ! the chain stiffness po-
tential between adjacent bonds in the amphiphiles. The outer positive p
at the monolayer–water interfaces are due to the repulsion between
hydrophobic tail beads and the hydrophilic head and water beads. The
jacent negative troughs arise from the Hookean bond potential compres
the amphiphiles, while the inner positive peaks near the monolayer m
planes are due to the chain stiffness potential. Note that although the s
tical errors in a single simulation are large, the shape of the stress profi
very similar in independent simulations and leads to a reproducible m
surface tension, as described in the text.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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phiphile. Adding or removing just three amphiphiles fro
the tensionless HC6 bilayer of Fig. 1, which contains 332
amphiphiles, changes its surface tension fromsr 0

2/kBT
50.0260.04 to sr 0

2/kBT520.15 andsr 0
2/kBT50.10, re-

spectively. The surface tensions for an HC8 bilayer contain-
ing 3368, 3365, 3362 amphiphiles in a fixed simulation b
of size (32r 0)3 are sr 0

2/kBT520.24, 0.024, 0.21, respec
tively. This sensitivity reflects the large area stretch modu
for these bilayers, which increases rapidly with increas
amphiphile tail length. Although the equilibrium bilaye
structure is insensitive to the exact value of the tail–wa
repulsion parameter in the rangeaCWr 0 /kBT565– 85, the
thickness of the bilayer changing by less than 0.2% to 6
60.01 and 6.6260.01 for the two extreme values, the pe
heights in the lateral stress profile, and the surface tens
are sensitive to this parameter. ChangingaCWr 0 /kBT for the
bilayer of Fig. 1 to 65 and 85 changes the surface tens
from approximately zero tosr 0

2/kBT520.58, 0.55, respec
tively, all other parameters being constant. This has the ef
of moving the tensionless bilayer state to higher and low
projected areas, respectively.

The variation of the surface tension with projected a
for bilayers formed of HC5 to HC10 amphiphiles is shown in
Fig. 5. The surface tension increases asApr /Nr0

2 increases,
the increase being steeper for amphiphiles with longer ta
and becomes sublinear at large values of the projected a
These results are very similar to those found in Ref. 29 us
coarse-grained MD simulations~see their Figs. 7 and 8!. The
surface tension varies approximately linearly near zero
sion, and amphiphiles with longer tails form stiffer bilaye
for which a small change of area produces a large tens
We assume a dependence of the surface tension,S, on the
bilayer projected area,A, and amphiphile tail length,n, of the
form29

FIG. 5. Variation of the surface tension,sr 0
2/kBT with the projected area pe

amphiphile,Apr /Nr0
2, for bilayers composed of HCn amphiphiles for several

tail lengths. The surface tension is obtained by first averaging the s
profile over slices parallel to the bilayer surface, and then integrating
averaged profile across the whole simulation box. The profile vanishes
side the bilayer region, as shown in Fig. 4. The lines connecting the po
are only to guide the eye, but show that the surface tension varies line
around its zero point and exhibits a sublinear dependence on area at
areas. The preferred area per amphiphile, at which the surface tension
ishes decreases as the amphiphile tail length increases.
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whereA0(n) is the projected area at zero surface tension
Kn is the area stretch modulus of a bilayer formed of a
phiphiles with tail lengthn. Figure 6 shows that the are
stretch modulus increases linearly with the length of the
drophobic tail. After scaling the surface tension by the p
ferred area, the compressibility isKnr 0

2/kBT5(6162)n
2(265616). TakingkBT as room temperature and assumi
r 0'1 nm yields, for bilayers withn56, K6'418 dyn/cm.
By a similar calculation, the area stretch modulus of a bila
composed of HC5 amphiphiles isK5'166 dyn/cm. These
values are comparable to recent measurements of the
stretch modulus of 18-carbon diacyl phosphatidylchol
vesicles,14 which yield K'243 dyn/cm. If we compare the
thickness of the simulated HT5 membrane,̂ ,me&/r 055.4,
with the width of a typical 18-carbon diacyl lipid bilayer,14 4
nm, we see that the HT5 amphiphiles are somewhat longe
than 18-carbon lipids, and each DPD hydrophobic bead
responds to three or four methyl groups.

We can extract an estimate for the bilayer bending rig
ity, k, using the relationk5K,me

2 /48 from Ref. 30. Noting
that the thickness of the tensionless HC6 bilayer is
^,me&/r 056.6160.01, givesk'90kBT. This is larger than a
typical value for one-component lipid bilayers,14 which is of
the order of k'24kBT for dioleoylphosphatidylcholine
~DOPC!, but we note that cholesterol-containing lipid bila
ers such as dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine~DMPC! with 30
mol.% cholesterol sulphate10 havek'91kBT. However, re-
peating the calculation for the HC5 bilayer, using Fig. 5 to
find the projected area of the tensionless state and Fig.
obtain the bilayer thickness,^,me&/r 055.4, together with the
above relation forKn , results in the smaller valuek
524kBT. The close agreement withk for DOPC is fortu-
itous, but suggests that the HT5 amphiphiles form bilayers
whose elastic properties are comparable to those of typ
lipid bilayers. The stiffness of the simulated bilayers aris
mainly from the tail bending stiffness potential, which
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e
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FIG. 6. Slope of the surface tension curves of Fig. 5, near their zero cros
point, with respect to the projected area per amphiphile for bilayers c
posed of HCn amphiphiles. The data are obtained by a linear fit to t
regions of the curves where the surface tension changes sign, and have
normalized by the preferred area. The bilayer area stretch modulus,Kn ,
measured from the rate of change of the surface tension with projected
increases linearly with amphiphile tail length,n. A linear least-squares fit to
the data yieldsKnr 0

2/kBT5(6162)n2(265616).
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needed to keep the amphiphiles in their separate monola
and its rapid increase with amphiphile tail length is cons
tent with the mean-field theory prediction that the bend
energy of single-component amphiphilic films increas
strongly with tail length.26

Reducing the chain stiffness for HC6 amphiphiles to
k3 /kBT510, while keeping all other parameters consta
causes the bilayer shown in Fig. 1 to increase in thicknes
some amphiphiles invert so that their heads are buried in
hydrophobic region~data not shown!. This creates a large
positive surface tension,sr 0

2/kBT51.62, across the bilayer
The surface tension remains positive as the projected ar
varied, although it reaches a minimum, and the bilayer
gains some of its ordered nature, forApr /Nr0

250.7, at which
point the mean bilayer thickness is^,me&/r 055.7160.03.
The bilayer may be restored to a tensionless state by re
ing the head–water repulsion parameter,aHWr 0 /kBT to 30,
and increasing the projected area toApr /Nr0

250.71, but this
reduces the chain order in the hydrophobic region, a
leaves the bilayer thickness at^,me&/r 055.7260.02. This
result shows that the chain bending stiffness and amphip
head–water repulsion parameters cannot be independ
varied to produce a tensionless bilayer, but that they p
effectively opposite roles in controlling the tendency of a
phiphiles to invert and bury their heads in the hydropho
region. Reducing the chain stiffness of amphiphiles in a t
sionless bilayer requires a simultaneous reduction in t
head–water repulsion, and an increase in the projected
to restore the bilayer to a tensionless state. This beha
agrees qualitatively with experimental data49 that increasing
the lipid head group size stabilizes theLa phase of lipid
hydrocarbon tails with respect to the inverted hexagon
H II , phase, whereas reducing the amphiphile chain stiffn
thereby increasing the tail entropy, destabilizes theLa phase.

In addition to the hydrophobic tail length, another k
amphiphile property that determines the bilayer structure
the size of the hydrophilic head group. A planar bilayer
readily formed from amphiphiles of the formH3C6 in which
three head and six chain beads are connected in a li
chain. The bead repulsion parameters and bond strength
as shown in Table I, and the bending stiffness for HCC a
CCC bead triples isk3 /kBT520, while that of HHH and
HHC bead triples is zero. This parameter set assigns a c
stiffness only to the bonds connecting pairs of hydropho
beads, allowing the head beads to mimic a bulky head gr
rather than a linear one. The bead density profiles are v
similar to that of Fig. 2 with the width of the head bead cur
increasing for larger head group sizes, and the lateral st
distribution has the same structure as that shown in Fig
except that the peak heights are modulated by the size o
head group~data not shown!. Figure 7 shows the variation o
the surface tension with the area per amphiphile for bilay
composed of HC6, H2C6 , andH3C6 amphiphiles. The area
per amphiphile in the tensionless state increases stro
with the number of head beads, i.e., the area per amphip
while the bilayer area stretch modulus, which is related to
slope of the surface tension curve, decreases. These re
are in agreement with mean-field predictions of bilayer be
ing elasticity.26 Comparing these results with Fig. 5 show
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that decreasing the hydrophobic tail length or increasing
number of head beads both force the amphiphiles apart,
lead to a larger area per amphiphile in the tensionless bila
state.

C. Results for bilayers composed of double-tail
amphiphiles

Although vesicles made of single-tail surfactants are
great current interest,3,4 naturally occurring lipid bilayers
typically consist of double-tailed lipids. A more realistic am
phiphile architecture for lipid membranes is thusHm(Cn)2 in
which two tails, each containingn hydrophobic beads, are
attached to a head composed ofm hydrophilic beads. We
have used architectures with two to four head beads, and
containing four or six beads. Unless otherwise stated,
bead–bead, bond, and chain stiffness potential parame
are the same as for the single-tail amphiphiles.

Adding an extra tail to a single hydrophilic head be
destroys the lamella order in the simulated bilayers. The s
ond tail almost doubles the amphiphile volume while leavi
the head area unchanged, and the small head is unab
shield the hydrophobic tails from the solvent. Increasing
effective head group size by adding extra head beads res
the ordered bilayer. Therefore we consider first the archit
tureH3(C6)2 in which the head beads are attached in a lin
sequence, and the tails are attached to two adjacent
beads. This architecture should be distinguished from tha
previous simulations43 of diblock copolymers in which all
beads are connected in a single linear sequence, and
from a previous DPD lipid bilayer simulation36 because of
the quite distinct interaction parameters. The amphiphiles
Ref. 36 have, in our notation, anH2H8(C5)2 architecture, in
which two head bead types,H and H8 are attached to two
tails of C beads that have no chain stiffness; and theH, H8
beads are as strongly repelled from theC beads as are the
solvent beads. Our parameter set in Table I only assum
strong repulsion between solvent and tail beads, in orde
represent the hydrophobic effect, and the head–tail

FIG. 7. Variation of the surface tension,sr 0
2/kBT, with the projected area

per amphiphile,Apr /Nr0
2, for bilayers composed ofHmC6 amphiphiles with

m51,2,3. The tensionless bilayer state occurs at an area per amphiphile
increases with the number of head beads, while the slope of the tension
its zero-crossing point decreases with head group size. This indicates
larger head groups push the amphiphiles farther apart and reduce the b
stiffness.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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head–solvent repulsions are relatively weak. The proper
of the resulting bilayers are sensitive to the head–tail
head–solvent repulsion parameters, and this indicates th
detailed study of their effects is required in order to map
varying degrees of hydrophilicity of lipid head groups on
the simulation’s parameter space.

A typical configuration of a membrane containing 16
H3(C6)2 amphiphiles is shown in Fig. 8. The membrane
close to a tension-free state with a projected area
Apr /Nr0

251.215 and a surface tension ofsr 0
2/kBT50.03

60.08. As for the linear amphiphiles of Sec. III B, this valu
is the average of several independent simulations. The
bead farthest from the first head bead is colored darker so
for display purposes. The second tail almost doubles the
phiphile volume and tail area for fixed tail length, and i
creases thêA&/Nr0

2 of the tensionless state. The mean bo
lengths in theH3(C6)2 amphiphiles are almost the same
for the HCn amphiphiles: ^ l HC&/r 050.6360.01 and
^ l CC&/r 050.5460.01, and these values are independent
the tension on the bilayer. The length of the bonds conn
ing the head beads is^ l HH&/r 050.5560.01, and the distanc
from the first head bead to the last tail bead is^,ee&/r 0

53.6760.01. This is only slightly larger than the end-to-e
length of the HC6 amphiphiles, which is^,ee&/r 053.23
60.01, and shows that the multiple head beads in
double-chain amphiphiles are closely grouped and may
vide a reasonable model for the bulky head groups of so
lipids. The density profiles of the head and tail beads for t
bilayer are shown in Fig. 9. The terminal tail beads are
cated close to the bilayer midplane, and the width of the h
bead distribution is comparable to that in Fig. 2, but
height is smaller. The area under the peaks yields the num
of head beads in the simulation. This is the same as
number of amphiphiles because the HC6 amphiphiles have
one head bead per amphiphile, and only the first head be

FIG. 8. Snapshot of a bilayer containing 1685H3(C6)2 amphiphiles. The
simulation box has size (32r 0)3, and the bead density isrr 0

353, giving
almost 100 000 beads of all types. The projected area per amphiph
Apr /Nr0

251.215, leading to a surface tension ofs520.0560.05. The am-
phiphile head beads are dark gray, and the tail beads are light gray, e
for the terminal one, which is darker. Water beads are invisible for cla
The average membrane thickness, measured from the center of the firs
bead of the amphiphiles in one monolayer to those of the other
^,me&/r 057.0560.25. The larger standard deviation of the bilayer thickn
here compared to that in Fig. 1 arises from the greater freedom of the
head bead inH3(C6)2 amphiphiles, which is unattached to the tails, to mo
around. Thermally excited shape fluctuations are small here because o
chain stiffness of the amphiphiles.
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used to calculate the density for theH3(C6)2 amphiphiles.
Hence, the areas under the head bead distributions, m
plied by the monolayer surface area, gives the numbe
amphiphiles in each bilayer and this accounts for the
crease in peak height for the double-tail amphiphiles. T
lateral stress profile for theH3(C6)2 bilayer is shown in Fig.
10, and is qualitatively similar to that of Fig. 4. The positiv
peaks near the center of the hydrophobic region have b
reduced in magnitude, as have the negative peaks. The
face tension is less sensitive to the number of head bead
Hm(C6)2 amphiphiles than to their tail length, as shown
Fig. 11. At a projected area ofApr /Nr0

251.21, the surface
tension of bilayers composed ofH3(C6)2 andH4(C6)2 am-

is

ept
.
ead
is
s
st

the

FIG. 9. Bead number density profiles,rr 0
3, for the first amphiphile head

bead,H, and last tail bead,C, in the bilayer of Fig. 8 and the bulk water,W.
This can be compared with the lower graph in Fig. 2. The head bea
confined to the water–hydrophobic interfacial region while the last tail b
is restricted to the bilayer midplane, showing that the tails are relativ
straight. The areas under theH andC curves yield the number of beads o
those types in the simulation box. Because only the first and last bead
used to construct the profiles, the areas give the number of amphiphile
the bilayer. The difference between the peak heights in Fig. 2 and this fi
reflect the different numbers of amphiphiles in the two bilayers: 3321 sin
tail amphiphiles and 1685 double-tail amphiphiles, respectively.

FIG. 10. Stress profile,sr 0 /kBT, for the H3(C6)2 bilayer of Fig. 8. The
total stress is the sum of three contributions:~i! the repulsion potentials
between head, tail, and water beads;~ii ! the Hookean spring potentials con
necting adjacent beads in the amphiphiles; and~iii ! the chain stiffness po-
tential between adjacent bonds in the amphiphiles. Note that although
typical statistical error bars from a single simulation are quite large,
mean surface tension is reproducible between independent simulations
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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phiphiles is sr 0
2/kBT520.8 andsr 0

2/kBT522.0, respec-
tively. For these two cases the bilayers are still flat~data not
shown!, which indicates that the negative values of surfa
tension have not yet exceeded their threshold values
buckling. The bulkier head groups push the amphiphiles
ther apart, shifting the preferred area to slightly higher v
ues. This shift is less significant than that shown in Fig. 7
bilayers composed of single-tail amphiphiles. Compar
Fig. 7 and Fig. 11 also shows that the slope of the surf
tension curve near its zero crossing does not greatly dep
on the head group size for double-tail amphiphiles, wher
it decreases significantly for the single-tail amphiphiles.

Amphiphiles with the architectureH3(C4)2 form well-
ordered, tensionless bilayers whereas linear amphiphiles
the same number of hydrophobic beads, HC4, and the same
interaction parameter set, do not. The thickness of the
sionlessH3(C4)2 bilayer is^,me&/r 054.7360.01 compared
to an amphiphile end-to-end lengtĥ,ee&/r 052.6760.01.
For comparison, the thickness of theH3(C6)2 bilayer shown
in Fig. 8 is^,me&/r 057.3660.03 compared to an amphiphil
end-to-end lengtĥ,ee&/r 053.6760.01. The preferred are
for the H3(C4)2 bilayer isApr /Nr0

251.26, at which the sur-
face tension issr 0

2/kBT520.0160.05. This is a larger pre
ferred area than that of the bilayer formed fromH3(C6)2

amphiphiles, showing that the longer tails lead to mo
closely packed bilayers as found for the single-tail a
phiphiles. Reducing the chain stiffness of the double-tail a
phiphiles leads to bilayers with larger shape fluctuations,
does not destroy the lamellar order as it does for membra
composed of single-tail amphiphiles. An observation of
bilayer state shows that very few amphiphiles invert a
bury their heads in the hydrophobic region. The difficulty
pulling the bulkier head group into the hydrophobic regi
appears to stabilize the lamella state.

FIG. 11. Surface tension,sr 0
2/kBT, for bilayers composed ofHm(Cn)2 am-

phiphiles as a function of the projected area per amphiphile,Apr /Nr0
2, for

head group sizesm53,4 and tail lengthsn54,6. The tensionless bilaye
state occurs at an area per amphiphile that increases with the number o
beads, and decreases with increasing tail length. This is similar to the re
found for the single-tail amphiphiles, but the dependence of the prefe
area on the number of head beads is weaker, and the slope of the su
tension curves is roughly independent of head group size for amphip
with two tails.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulatio
to investigate the equilibrium structure of amphiphilic bila
ers, and to measure their lateral stress profile and its de
dence on the amphiphile architecture. Although we mai
compare model bilayer properties to typical lipid bilayer2

the results are applicable to any mesoscopic amphiphilic
tem such as the recently created polymersomes5 or nonbio-
logical vesicles.18 The ability to extract the mesoscopic pro
erties of aggregates composed of amphiphiles with comp
architectures, such as multiple hydrophobic tails or polym
with hydrophilic side chains, and to allow the amphiph
interactions to vary with their architecture, makes simu
tions a valuable complementary technique to theoretical p
dictions for homogeneous bilayers.21–27A typical bilayer in
our work contains 3200 amphiphiles and although the eff
tive potentials used in DPD lack a direct link to the molec
lar interactions of the amphiphilic molecules being rep
sented, this loss should not be significant for t
determination of material properties that represent avera
over a large number of molecules.

Linear amphiphiles with an HCn architecture immersed
in bulk water readily self-assemble into a bilayer if the
hydrophobic tails are sufficiently strongly repelled by t
water beads. Amphiphiles with four or less tail beads do
form well-ordered bilayers, whereas ones with five or mo
beads per tail form progressively stiffer bilayers. The hyd
phobic region of the bilayers is relatively structureless a
does not resemble the two apposed monolayers of lipid
layers unless a chain stiffness potential is imposed on
hydrophobic tails to mimic the stiffness of hydrocarbo
chains. In addition, the two monolayers tend to interdigit
unless the amphiphile end-to-end length is constrained b
strong Hookean bond potential between adjacent tail be
in addition to the~repulsive! bead–bead interaction. Becau
a hydrophobic bead in our simulations represents several
thyl groups in a hydrocarbon chain, the model amphiph
tails should not be expected to possess the same degr
order as lipid hydrocarbon tails. But we expect that the m
soscopic organization of the hydrophobic region of a bilay
viz., two apposed monolayers of hydrocarbon chains w
anisotropic fluid order and only slight overlap at the bilay
midplane, should be retained in the simulations. These
strictions on the chain potentials lead to bilayers whose e
librium static properties~thickness, area per amphiphile! cor-
respond qualitatively with those found in experimental lip
bilayer systems. Amphiphiles with five or more hydrophob
beads do not leave the bilayer on the time scale of the si
lations that approaches a microsecond of real time. Incre
ing the amphiphile tail length, keeping all the interactio
parameters fixed, leads to stiffer bilayers, for which a sm
change in the area per lipid results in a large change in
surface tension. Whereas a uniform hydrophobic region d
sity is an assumption of some mean-field theories,21 it arises
naturally in the simulations. At the bilayer midplane a sm
dip in the density reflects the greater conformational freed
of the terminal tail beads near the bilayer midplane.

More complicated amphiphile architectures lead to
layers whose structure and material properties are modul
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by the relative head-to-tail size. Increasing the tail volume
reducing the chain stiffness destabilizes the bilayer, as s
amphiphiles bury their heads inside the hydrophobic reg
This effect is opposed by increasing the effective head gr
volume by, for example, adding more hydrophilic beads
the head group or reducing the repulsion of the head be
from the solvent. These results are qualitatively similar
experimental data on lipid systems,49 and previous micro-
scopic models of lipid phase behavior.24 Amphiphiles pos-
sessing two hydrophobic tails require three or more h
beads to shield the tails from the surrounding solvent,
form a well-ordered bilayer. They are also able to form we
ordered bilayers with shorter tails than is possible for
single-tailed amphiphiles. Additionally, reducing the cha
stiffness for double-tail amphiphiles, keeping all other p
rameters fixed, increases the shape fluctuations of the bil
but does not destroy the lamella state as it does for
single-tail amphiphilic bilayers. These results show that
though many combinations of simulation parameters m
yield bilayers, not all such bilayer structures correspo
quantitatively or qualitatively to, say, experimental lipid b
layers, and not all parameters can be independently va
Reducing the amphiphile chain stiffness, for example,
quires a reduction of the head–solvent repulsion param
or an increase in the head group size, to restore the tens
less bilayer state. It may be possible to work in regions of
simulation parameter space so as to mimic, for example,
phiphiles possessing different physical properties, such
head group size, hydrophilicity, and tail stiffness. Seve
such amphiphilic species could then be formed into a bila
or vesicle, and the properties of composite membranes
plored. A comparison of the resulting aggregates with exp
mental data can be used to identify the parameter comb
tions most appropriate for representing selected amphiph

The lateral stress profile across the bilayers exhi
structure that is qualitatively similar to that previously se
in coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics simulations,29 and is
sensitive to the amphiphile architecture. Several peaks
observed for single-tail amphiphiles, whose heights refl
the relative contributions of the bead–bead, bond stren
and chain stiffness potentials. Increasing the number of h
beads or decreasing the hydrophobic tail length of linear
phiphiles shifts the tensionless bilayer state to larger m
brane areas. Amphiphiles with two tails have quite simi
stress profiles. The excellent qualitative similarity betwe
the stress profiles produced in our DPD simulations and p
MD simulations, and the faster execution of DPD, sugge
that studies of the stress distribution in bilayers may be m
efficiently performed using DPD than coarse-grained MD

In the absence of an external tension or osmotic str
the lipids in a vesicle adopt their preferred area thereby m
mizing their free energy. The preferred area per amphip
for the model bilayer is found by measuring the surface t
sion as a function of the projected area until the state of z
surface tension is obtained. At small enough values of
area per amphiphile, such that the surface tension is s
ciently negative, the bilayer is buckled. As the projected a
per amphiphile increases, the surface tension passes thr
zero to positive values for stretched bilayers. Assuming
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surface tension to vary linearly with projected area for te
sions close to zero allows us to extract an estimate of
bilayer area compressibility modulus. We obtain the va
K5418 dyn/cm for amphiphiles with six tail beads. Th
may be compared to the experimental value14 for lipid bilay-
ers made of lipids with between 13 and 18 carbons of
proximately 243 dyn/cm. When converted into an estimate
the bilayer bending rigidity using the relation30 k
5K,me

2 /48, the simulated bilayer composed of amphiphi
with six hydrophobic tail beads has a bending rigidity
90kBT. This is approximately a factor of 4 larger than th
for lipid bilayers containing only DOPC14 for which k
524kBT. Simulated bilayers containing amphiphiles with
hydrophobic tail beads have a smaller bending rigid
which we estimate to bek524kBT using the above relation
Given the coarse graining of a number of methyl groups
each DPD bead~see Sec. III B!, this suggests that one DPD
hydrophobic bead corresponds to three or four met
groups.

Increasing the amphiphile head group size at a fix
chain length leads to an increased repulsion between
phiphiles, and the tensionless bilayer state occurs at a la
preferred area per amphiphile. These results are in qualita
agreement with the concept of ‘‘opposing forces’’ in lip
bilayers,50 which states that the equilibrium bilayer structu
is determined by the balance of the opposing tendencie
lipid hydrocarbon tails to aggregate in water and the ste
repulsion of the phosphatidyl-glycerol head groups. T
gives us confidence that the mesoscopic DPD method
tures at least some of the physical properties of amphiph
molecules necessary to allow it to be extended to simulati
of more complex membrane phenomena.

A recent application of DPD investigates pore formati
in a lipid bilayer induced by the presence of a nonion
cosurfactant.36 The lipid architecture used is similar to ou
H3(C4)2 amphiphiles. The lateral stress profile has so
similarity to the current work and previous results,29 but
shows no central peaks. The authors suggest that the d
ence between their stress profile and that found in M
simulations29 may be due to the lack of hard-core Lennar
Jones potentials in the DPD simulations. We present d
showing that this is not the case: We find a similar str
profile in our DPD simulations as Ref. 29. Instead, we su
gest that the absence of the central peaks in Ref. 36 is du
the absence of the chain stiffness potential. Our results s
that ignoring the chain stiffness potential leads to entang
amphiphile conformations and interdigitation of the tw
monolayers. That this may be the case in Ref. 36 can be
by comparing the spatial distribution of the terminal tail be
of the amphiphiles with our results. Figure 9 shows the d
sity profiles of the head and terminal tail beads for the
layer of Fig. 8. The terminal tail bead has a sharply pea
distribution close to the bilayer midplane, as expected
approximately straight amphiphiles. This is in contrast to
results of Ref. 36~seen in their Fig. 4! in which the terminal
tail bead distribution spans the entire hydrophobic region
the bilayer, and penetrates the hydrophilic head region.
soft beads in DPD simulations require additional constrain
imposed by the chain stiffness potential, to create w
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ordered bilayers, whereas the infinite core and attrac
piece of the Lennard-Jones potential are sufficient to cre
well-ordered bilayers in coarse-grained MD simulations.

A major goal of computer simulations is to predict th
material properties of mesoscopic, or possibly macrosco
aggregates given only the elementary molecular constitu
composing them. Although, perhaps, less useful for simu
ing interactions between hard colloidal particles in solutio
DPD shows great promise when applied to soft complex
ids. We have shown that model amphiphiles consisting o
hydrophilic headgroup attached to one or two hydropho
tails form planar bilayers whose density profile and late
stress distribution, and the dependence of these propertie
the amphiphile architecture, agree at least qualitatively w
experiments, previous coarse-grained MD simulations,
microscopic theories of lipid phases. The task of captur
just those microscopic properties of amphiphiles that g
rise to the material properties and dynamical behavior
lipid bilayers or polymersomes, is a challenge whose so
tion will have direct applications to chemistry, materials s
ence, and medicine. Cell membrane fusion is one exam
for which an improved understanding would greatly ass
drug development. Some simulation studies of fusion h
recently appeared in the literature,51,52 but these studies ei
ther ignore the solvent molecules,51 or use Monte Carlo
simulations,52 and thus generate trajectories that are not de
onstrated to correspond to those of a particular set of N
tonian and hydrodynamic equations of motion. By contra
the DPD method described here incorporates both the
vent molecules and their hydrodynamics. Using the DPD
proach, we have already observed some fusion events
are confident that we will be able to simulate a realistic
sion dynamics.
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